TRI DELTA TRANSIT & TRANSLOC PARTNER

Pilot to launch Tri MyRide microtransit service in Contra Costa County, CA

Launched on June 17, 2019 (6-month pilot)

The Eastern Contra Costa Transit Authority (Tri Delta Transit) has partnered with Ford Smart Mobility company, TransLoc, to launch Tri MyRide – a six-month pilot program offering on-demand microtransit service. As of June 17, travelers within the Hillcrest/Antioch or San Marco/Pittsburg Bay Point Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) service areas can request $2 rides to another BART station or other destination within the service area. Tri MyRide service is available Monday through Friday from 5am to 8am and can be booked through the Microtransit app by TransLoc. The app provides riders with real-time arrival alerts. All Tri MyRide buses are wheelchair accessible. Through this pilot, Tri Delta Transit aims to provide flexible, convenient transportation.

SANDY CITY PARTNERS FOR SCOOTER PILOT

Partnership with Lime for scooter share in the Cairns District of Sandy, UT

Launched on July 8, 2019 (3-month pilot)

Sandy City and the Utah Transit Authority have partnered with Lime to launch a 90-day electric scooter (e-scooter) pilot program in downtown Sandy, Utah. Through this pilot, 200 Lime e-scooters are available for use around the Cairns District. Scooters can be rented through the Lime app and ridden any time between 5am and midnight. The Lime app will indicate the location and remaining battery life of available scooters. Scooters cost $1 to unlock and $0.25 per minute to ride. Sandy City’s Lime Scooter Guide states that scooters should be ridden only on streets with a speed limit of 35 miles per hour or lower and parked courteously. This partnership aims to improve first/last mile mobility and help to reduce both congestion and air pollution.
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RELATED NEWS

White Fox partners for Jersey City scooter pilot
(Photo by White Fox)

Lyft to add directions to NYC public transit to app
(Photo by The Verge)

JUMP scooters come to Alexandria & Arlington
(Photo by ARLnow)

Bay Wheels e-bikes roll out in San Francisco
(Photo by SF Examiner)

Google Maps adds bike-share data in 24 cities
(Photo by Google)

Denver to extend micro-mobility pilot program
(Photo by 5280)

Solve.Care & Uber Health partner for patient rides
(Photo by Solve Care)

Lime e-scooter service launches in Bothell, WA
(Photo by Lime)

San Francisco to make scooter pilot permanent
(Photo by Curbed)

New York to expand Citi Bike bikeshare service
(Photo by Streetsblog NYC)

Provo, UT to launch bike & scooter pilot program
(Photo by Michelle Kafusi)

Lyft pilots partnership for rides for the homeless
(Photo by Mary's Place)
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